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the rule , or lobby the government to relax it. We analyze this choice , and its consequences , in
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In equilibrium,
firms are to , relax firms it. can when We either analyze the comply level this of , choice bribe development the , and regulator its is consequences low, to get firms around , are in
more inclined to bend the rule through bribery but they tend to switch to lobbying when the level of
development is sufficiently high. Bribery, however, is associated with holdup problems, which discourage
firms from investing. If the holdup problems are severe, firms will never invest enough to make lobbying
worthwhile. The country may then be stuck in a poverty trap with bribery forever. The model can account
for the common perception that bribery is relatively more common in poor countries, whereas lobbying
is relatively more common in rich ones.

paign contributions or influence-buying through other
means, as an activity that is aimed at changing existing

In India , as elsewhere in the developing world, the
old business of corruption is meeting a new rival: the
Washington-style business of persuasion

rules or policies. We view bribery, in contrast, as an

- International Herald Tribune, May 31, 2006

attempt to bend or get around existing rules or policies.

The analysis contrasts these two means of influencing
politics. We use the labels "lobbying" and "bribery" for
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the subject regulation have either been studied separately or viewed as
basically being one and the same. The question of why
firms choose to lobby or bribe, and of the consequences
of this choice, remains largely unanswered.

The common perception is that firms in developing countries are more likely to pay bribes to get

around regulatory constraints, whereas firms in devel-

oped countries are more prone to lobby the government to change the rules. There is also evidence, both
across and within countries, that the extent of lobbying
increases with income and that lobbying and corruption

are substitutes.1 What can account for this difference
between developed and developing countries - as well
as the variation in influence-seeking activities across

firms/sectors in a given country? Should we expect an

evolution from bribery to lobbying, as the above quotation suggests, or can countries/sectors get trapped in

a long-lasting bribery equilibrium?
In this paper, we try to shed some light on these
issues. We define lobbying, taking the form of camBârd Harstad is Associate Professor of Managerial Economics and
Decision Sciences, Kellogg School of Management, Northwestern

University, 2001 Sheridan Road, Evanston, IL 60208; also University of Oslo and the National Bureau of Economics Research
(harstad@northwestern.edu).

Jakob Svensson is Professor of Economic, Institute for In-

convenience and not because they are perfect defini-

tions for the two rent-seeking activities we study.
In reality, bribery and lobbying differ in several dimensions. First, lobbying is a legal and regulated activity in many countries, whereas bribery is not. Second,

a change in the rules as a result of lobbying often affects an entire industry, whereas the return to bribery is
more firm-specific. Third, a government that ponders a
change in the rules might have quite different concerns

than a bureaucrat considering a bribe. Our model captures all these differences. Possibly the most important
difference, however, and the driving assumption in the
model, is that bending the rules is only temporary. Bu-

reaucrats can seldom commit to not asking for bribes
in the future, because corrupt deals are not enforceable

in courts and because firms deal with different officials

over time. A legislative change, on the other hand, alters the status quo and is therefore likely to last longer.

Although policies (and politicians) also change over

time, our key assumption is that changing the rules is
long-lasting relative to bending them.2

We present a simple growth model where firms are
initially subject to regulation. For example, a license
is required to import essential inputs or the inputs are
subject to a tariff. Instead of complying with the regulation, a firm can either bribe an official to "bend the
rules" and be exempt from the regulation, or the firms

can collectively lobby the government to change or
relax the requirements. In addition, each firm decides

ternational Economic 'Studies, Stockholm University, SE-106 91
how much to invest in capital.
Stockholm, Sweden; also Centre for Economic Policy Research In this setting, we show that firms are most likely to
(jakob.svensson@iies.su.se).
bribe when their level of capital is small. After a firm
This paper has also circulated as "From Corruption to Lobbying and Economic Growth." We thank the APSR co-editor Daniel
Treisman; several reviewers; Abhijit Banerjee, Sourav Bhattacharya,
Ernesto Dal Bó, Sven Feldmann, Nicola Gennaioli, and Andrei
2 Intuitively, a status-quo bias arises in politics if, for example, there
Shleifer; also audiences at the University of Concordia, CORE, the
are several pivotal legislators, and one of them is reluctant to reHarvard-MIT development workshop, Lausanne, Maryland, Northintroduce the rule once it is relaxed. Empirical support for this
western, Oslo, Princeton, Stavanger, a CEPR workshop, and the 2005
assumption is discussed in what follows ( The Key Assumption ),
Summer Meeting of the European Economic Association.
whereas Appendix A discusses how this assumption can be relaxed
See our discussion in Predictions and Evidence.
or endogenized.
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native ways of influencing policies. Lambsdorff (2002)
surveys the literature on rent-seeking and argues that,
The evolution from corruption to lobbying is not
traditionally, corruption is viewed as less wasteful than
certain, however. In equilibrium, firms anticipate the
lobbying because bribes are pure transfers. Dal Bo, Dal
holdup problem and larger bribes following their inBo, and Di Telia (2006) allow for alternative means of
vestments. This reduces the incentives to invest, perextortion (bribery vs. punishment) and focus on how
haps preventing the industry to reach the capital level
this affects the selection of politicians. Others compare
at which they would have switched to lobbing. The
various types of lobbying: Bardhan and Mookherjee
result might be a poverty trap with extensive bribery
(1999, 2000) contrast lobbying of central vs. local govforever. The condition for when such poverty traps
ernments, whereas Bennedsen and Feldmann (2006)
arise depends on a number of parameters, generating
compare campaign contributions to informational loba rich set of empirical predictions.
bying. To our knowledge, this is the first study comparThe analysis also provides new insight into how poling bribery and lobbying in a dynamic framework.
icy affects corruption. For example, tough penalties on
corruption make firms more likely to lobby instead of The first section presents a simple model of bribery,
bribe - conditional on the stage of development - but
lobbying, and growth. The following section solves the

model and investigates when firms bribe rather than
they also increase the level of bribes. This reduces the

lobby, and when an evolution from one to the other
incentives to invest, making a poverty trap more likely.

should be expected. Although that model is quite simWe show that equilibrium (and optimal) penalties increase in the level of development.
ple, the subsequent section generalizes the government's objective function, discusses firm-specific regOur main predictions receive broad support from
ulation, and draws implications for welfare and the
existing data on corruption and lobbying across countries and sectors. The model predicts that corrupexistence of poverty traps. Thereafter, we endogenize
tion (lobbying) should be more prevalent in poorer
the penalty on corruption, the level of red tape, and
(richer) countries - a result consistent with a large
the bureaucrat's bargaining power: the results suggest
cross-country literature on corruption and a smaller
that corruption ought to be penalized more in rich
one on lobbying. The model also yields predictions than
on poor countries. Although this paper is theoretical,
what types of firms are most likely to bribe or lobby and
Predictions and Evidence discusses the existing empirthe evolution of regulation - findings that also match
ical support for our key assumption and main predicthe evidence, as discussed in Section 6.
tions. Additional extensions are discussed in Appendix
Modern research on the economics of corruption
A, and Appendix В contains all the proofs.

began with Rose-Ackerman (1975, 1978). Following Becker and Stigler (1974), the early literature

studied corruption primarily within a principal-agent
THE MODEL:
(government-public official) framework. Like Shleifer
BRIBERY, LOBBYING, AND GROWTH
and Vishny (1993), we take the principal-agent problem as given and instead focus on the consequences
Players and Preferences
of corruption for resource allocation. As in Choi and
Thum (2004), we study the effects of repeated extorThere are three types of players in the model: the firms,
tion, but our focus is primarily on firms' behavior rather
the bureaucrats, and the government. Utility is transthan that of bureaucrats.3
ferable, so everyone cares equally about money.
The literature on lobbying is reviewed by Austen-Firm /'s production function is given by / (Iqt) = rk¿h

Smith (1997) and Grossman and Helpman (2002).
where r is a productivity parameter, and kit is firm /'s

Starting with the issue of interest group formation
capital stock at time t. There are a large (infinite) num(Olson 1965), the recent literature looks at how lobber of identical firms of measure one. This simplifies the

bying influences policy choices in an environment with
analysis, but our results hold for any number of firms, as

competing interests. Lobbying, which often takes the
discussed in Firm-specific Regulation and Appendix A.

form of strategic provision of information or campaign
There is no competition between firms (competition
contributions, can either influence policy makers' posiis allowed in an earlier working paper version). It is
tions and actions or help preferred candidates win elecalso possible to allow heterogeneity, for example in r,

tions. As argued by Grossman and Helpman (2002),but because that would not add any insight, we keep
the degree to which an industry can influence policy
the model symmetric. Thus, in equilibrium, iqt = Iq, the
depends on the strength of its political organization and
average (and aggregate) level of capital. We therefore
often drop the subscript (i) denoting firm i. In fact, we

also frequently drop the subscript for time, whenever

3 The literature on corruption is reviewed in Bardhan (1997), Svens-

son (2005), and Treisman (2007). Banerjee (1997) provides anthis
al- is not misleading.

ternative theory of why corruption may be more prevalent in poorEach

countries.

firm faces some regulation it must overcome.
If it complies with the regulation, this costs с per
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unit of capital. The total cost
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andof
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proportional to ki because the
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production, which is proportional
and letto
ß e /с,
[0, 1] .4
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that
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not comply. The bureaucrat and the government can of
course have different preferences for compliance, so we

Lobbying

allow ев ф e. Moreover, the interpretation of ев can be
very different from the interpretation
e. the
Consider
As an alternative toof
bending
rules, the firmsthe
may
case of environmental regulation:
bureaucrat
may
not
lobby theagovernment
to change them.
To be successful,

care about pollution per se, but
being
the firmsabout
must spend more
resources punished
on lobbying if the
if the firm he or she is supposed
to
monitor
does
not
government is
reluctant
to relax the rule.
In particular,

we assume thateB
the firms
can make a take-it-or-leave-it
comply. One can therefore interpret
as representing

the expected penalty for theoffer
bureaucrat.
If
the actual
to the government,
specifying
a transfer of size
penalty is X and the probability
of
being
detected
,
L from firms to the government.9is
The9proofs
in the

then ев = 9x. The probabilityAppendix
of being
0 , may
tolerate caught,
that the government
has some barvary across bureaucrats as well
time,
so let L.9After
be the rule is
gainingas
power
when negotiating

uniformly i.i.d. over [0, 1]. Alternatively,
let to
9comply
represent
relaxed, there is no need
or negotiate with

the bureaucrat.
the individual stigma associated
with being penalized
for corruption, whereas x is the
expected
penalty.
Changing
the rules benefits
all firms, In
so they may
either case, a bureaucrat faces share
thethe
cost
Oxki
for
bending Realisticost of
lobbying
in equilibrium.10
the rules for firm i. This cost
in how
lq to
because
cally,increases
the firms negotiate
split the cost L, and
it is more likely that a large firm
will
we assume
that be
each investigated,
firm ends up with an equal share
or because the penalty for such
a large
crime
larger.
of the
bargaining
surplus.is
This
would be implied by

There is no need for private information
the solution,
model,
relying on the Nash in
bargaining
for example.11
In contrastbefore
to the case where
the bureaucrat bends
so we let 9 be observed by the firm
it negotiates

with the bureaucrat. Moreover,
letchanging
с e (0,
that
the rule,
thex),
rulessuch
affects the
status quo. To
some bureaucrats (and firms)simplify,
are corrupt
(if
9 <
c/x
),
we assume that
if the
rules
are relaxed,
they
whereas other comply (if 9 >are
c/x)J
relaxed forever. This is an extreme assumption, and

Appendix A discusses how it can be weakened. For our

results, it is sufficient to assume that changing the rules

Bribery
Instead of complying, a firm has two alternatives. First,

it may bribe the bureaucrat to "bend the rules." That
is, a firm can pay a bribe В to the bureaucrat for letting the firm proceed without complying with the reg-

ulation. The size of В is negotiated between the firm

4 This simple setup, we believe, captures in a reduced form many
types of regulation. For example, the rule could be interpreted as
an industrial licensing requirement, where either input or output is
subject to administrative approval, as tariff, or as an environmental
regulation where firms are required to take costly action to curb
pollution associated with production.
- This follows as a corollary in Mitigating Corruption: Endogenizing

has a longer-lasting effect than bribery. Nevertheless,
note that it is straightforward to endogenize this assumption: simply assume that several legislators are
pivotal in changing a law, e.g., because of a supermajority requirement, or because a proposal must pass
two political chambers. If one of the pivotal legislators
has preferences that are aligned with the firms, then he
or she will never accept to reintroduce the rule once it

is relaxed.

8 Firms do not pay bribes when they comply or if there is no regulation. Thus, we assume away outright extortion. This is a simplifying
assumption: for our results, we only need to assume that if the firm
the Policies.
wants to persuade the bureaucrat to overlook the firm's noncompli6 Regulation Types and Poverty Traps discusses the "red tape" ance,
in- then the bureaucrat can and will demand an even larser bribe.
9 This
terpretation of regulation, where the rules are in place mainly
to is consistent with the menu-auction literature on lobbying (including, for example, Grossman and Helpman 2002; Dekel, Jackson,
generate revenues for the government. It also allows the government
and Wolinsky 2009).
to benefit from economic growth.
10 This assumption is relaxed in Firm-specific Regulation.
7 The results below would be the same if firms were being penalized

instead of (or in addition to) the bureaucrats. The results would also
11 Technically, the Nash bargaining solution is well-defined only
be similar if we allowed compliance costs to be randomly drawn when
each the number of firms is finite. The Appendix takes the limit
period, whereas 0 was fixed.
of this solution when the number of firms approaches infinity.
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pays a bribe В e (Oxk, ck ) to the bureaucrat to circum-

FIGURE 1. Timing of
the
Game
vent
the regulation.
The size of the bribe is determined
Lobbv Bribe

■ /" e Z1 ч

by negotiations between the firm and the bureaucrat.
By assumption, the bureaucrat's surplus ( В - Oxk) is ß
multiplied by the total surplus from bending the rule,
ck - Oxk.13 The bribe В is thus

B = ßck+(l - ß)0xk. (2)

Investment and Growth

The bribe В increases in к for two reasons. Fi
A firm's capital stock depreciates at rate d , butlarge
it
к implies that the firm's cost of compl
can increase its capital stock by investing lt at large,
cost
and it is thus willing to pay more to circu

zlj/2:

kt = It- dkt. (1)

the rules. Second, if к is large, the bureaucrat's c
bending the rule is larger (because a large firm's
to comply is more likely to be detected or it is p

more). For both reasons, large firms pay more
We normalize the time such that ко = 0 at t = 0. The
Furthermore, note that if 0 is large, В is large
discount rate, <5, is the same for all agents. Although

the firm must compensate the bureaucrat for th

it is convenient to refer to "period i," we let time
expected penalty he risks. В is also increasing i
be continuous in the model. This simplifies some of

cost of compliance, because the bureaucrat can

the calculations without affecting the results. Whether
accordingly higher bribes. This is particularly im
if the bureaucrat's relative bargaining power, ß ,
a matter of taste, and the results would prevail if time
Because 0 is uniformly distributed on [0,1], the
were discrete.
ability for Ox < c, implying that the firm bribes,
In each period t , the timing of the game is as illusfirm complies with probability 1 - c/x. In other
trated in Figure 1. After the firms have invested, they
the larger the cost of compliance, the more firms
collectively decide whether to lobby the government
to bribe instead of comply.
to change the rules. If they do, their contributions are
determined in a bargaining game where each firm getsProposition 1. A fraction c/x of the firms bribe
time should be discrete or continuous in the model is

an equal share of the total surplus generated by relaxbribe B, given by (2), increases in the capital stoc
ing the rules. Because every firm would thus like the
to
cost of compliance (c), the bureaucrat's bar

maximize the total surplus, they all agree on when andpower (ß), and the expected penalty for corruptio

whether to lobby.12 If the firms end up not lobbying
in this period, they proceed individually. Then eachBefore it learns the bureaucrat's type, a firm's c

firm observes the type of its bureaucrat and determines
expected profit is

whether to offer a bribe. If these negotiations fail or
are never initiated, the firm complies. As already men-

rk - E min {с/с, В} = (г - b)k , where

tioned, the firm faces a new bureaucrat every period,

b = c(l-('-ß)c/2x). (3)

so that this sequence repeats itself at each time t.

The firm's expected cost of bribing or complying, b
is increasing in the unit cost of compliance (c), the
bureaucrat's bargaining power ( ß ), and the penalty
caught taking bribes (x).
When
This section derives the unique subgame-perfect
equi-a firm invests, it takes into account how inlibrium in three steps. First, we solve for the bribes
and
vestments
affect total profit, including the impact o
the steady state investment levels. Second, we
derive
the
bribes. To solve for the equilibrium investmen
the cost of lobbying, and then the investment
levels first, an equilibrium where bribery takes plac
consider,
when a switch to lobbying is expected in theforever.
future. In such a steady state, each firm will at time t
Finally, we investigate the equilibrium choiceplan
between
its investments in order to solve

THE EQUILIBRIUM:
FROM BRIBERY TO LOBBYING

lobbying and bribery, and the timing of a switch from

oo

one to the other. All proofs are in the Appendix.

max j r - fykj - e'^^di

Bribes and Investments

t

Before deciding whether to comply, a firm learns the

s.t. (1) and given kt. (4)

type 0 e [0, 1] of the current bureaucrat. If 0 < c/x, the

firm and the bureaucrat can both be better off if the firm

Proposition 2. In a bribery equilibrium, invest

is decreasing in b, and thus in the cost of compli

12 Also, the government would agree on the timing of lobbying if it

had some bargaining power when negotiating 13
L. This
is would
proved
in follow from maximizing the Nash pro
This В
also

the Appendix. When the government has no bargaining power, it is
indifferent to the timing of lobbying, because it will max
receive
its (ck - B)]'ß => В = ßck+ (1 - ß) вхк.
( Вonly
- Oxký
в
default payoff in any case.
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the bureaucrat's bargaining power
( ß ),
and
the
thus the steady
state
utility
loss penalty
for the government is
if caught taking bribes ( x ): independent of the current k. L therefore has a fixed

component, the second term in (7), in addition to the

first term,
which is increasing
= r-b = r - с (1 - (1
- ß)c/2x)

z(S + d) z(S + d ) '

in к .

Proposition 3. i. At equilibrium, the total cost of lob-

The more capital the firm has, the higher
bying is the
givenbribes
by (7).
will be. Thus, bribery leads to a typicalii.holdup
Firm i's problem,
individual cost of lobbying increases in ki
because the bureaucrat cannot commit not to ask for
and is given by

higher bribes once the firm is larger. This discourages
the firm from investing. Because the equilibrium size
of the bribe increases in с, x and ß , investments do the
ò + d
opposite. Powerful bureaucrats (ß large) extract more
Whereas the intuition for part (i) is explained above,
bribes, which reduces the incentives to invest. Harsher
part
(ii) can be explained as follows: First, when negotipenalties on corruption reduce growth as well, because
ating the L/S, the sum must equal L, so that f¿ L¿di = L.
the bureaucrats then demand higher bribes, worsening
Second,
the holdup problem. If с increases, both the cost
of by assumption, or by using the Nash bargaining solution, every firm gets the same share of the
compliance and the bribes are larger, and investments
bargaining surplus. If the negotiations fail, the default
decrease for both reasons.
is to bribe or comply. Thus, /'s net surplus, which is
V(k¿t, 0) - V(kit , b ) - Li , must be the same for every
Lobbying and Investments
firm. Because У{кц , 0) - V{ku, b) increases in kit , so
must Li. Intuitively, /'s bribes are larger if /'s level of
Having solved for the steady state investments above,
capital, ku , is large, as Proposition 1 shows. It is then
it is easy to calculate a firm's present discounted value,
highly important for / to circumvent the bureaucrat's
V{kit, b ), which depends on its current level of capipower and relax the rules. The other firms can hold up
tal and the firm's expected loss due to compliance or
/, then, and require / to contribute more to the cost of

L, = ^+L. ò + d (8,

bribery, b. If successful lobbying has taken place and the
lobbying.14
rules have been relaxed, it is no longer necessary to pay
Thus, lobbying generates a holdup problem, just like
bribes. Then, the firm's investment decision is similar

bribery. In fact, investment levels turn out to be the
to (5) if just b is replaced by zero. Whether the firms

same at any time t < T, when lobbying is coming up in
benefit from lobbying thus depends on a consideration
the future, as they would be if bribery were to continue
of V(kit, b ), V(kit, 0) and the cost of lobbying, L.

forever. The explanation is as follows: Remember that
The total cost of lobbying, L, must be large enough
/'s net surplus, V(kit, 0) - V(kit , b) - Li , must be the

to compensate the government for its utility loss

same for all firms, say zu. Thus, V s payoff is У(кц, 0) -

from relaxing the rule. If the rule stays in place, the
Li = V(kit , b) + ш, and each firm is therefore ending
government's present discounted utility is Vg{kt) =
up with its default payoff V(kit, b ), plus a constant that
-e ft°° кьл(с/х)с1т, where c/x is the fraction of firms
is independent of к«}5 When investing, therefore, firm
that do not comply, whereas къ,т is the equilibrium
/ invests in such a way as to maximize its default payoff

level of к at time r, given that the rule staysV(kit,
in b ), just as in the case where bribery continued

place. Once the rule is relaxed, and no firm needs
to
forever.

comply, the government's present discounted utility is
If lobbying has taken place, on the other hand, there

Vg(kt) = -e ft°° kitTdr, where /с/,г is the equilibrium le vel
is no need to comply or bribe and the firms choose to
of к at time r, given the larger investments following
invest more (as if b = 0 in (5)).
liberalization. The cost of lobbying is the difference in
these payoffs:
Proposition 4 . Suppose that, in equilibrium, lobbying
replaces bribery at time T.
k¡tTdx - el к i, ; (c/x) dz
/OO k¡tTdx - el poo
i. At any time t < T, each firm invests according to
(5).

l~c/x, , Г^.оо - kb.ooC/xl

= l~c/x, , Г^.оо (s + d)s,i J (6)

= elzí!±k+e''-('-bif
Я d+1 d)
<7)
Я + d z$(8

14 The exact form (8) follows from the formula for V (.), as shown in
the Appendix. Intuitively, a larger k¡j raises the benefit from relaxing

the rule by b, divided by 8 + d, because the benefit arises in every
period but future utilities are discounted at the rate 8, whereas 1qtt
depreciates at the rate d.
Thus, L is the government's loss, for the entire 15
future,
If there were n < о о firms, i would realize that m is actually not a
when relaxing the rule. As shown on the r.h.s.
of because
(6), it is 1/n of the total surplus when the firms lobby,
constant,
and thislevel,
surplus is increasing in fq. Consequently, i would increase its
this loss depends not only on the current capital
investments
when t -> T. This follows from the proof of Proposition
but also on the long-run steady state levels for
k. This
8 and it is also true when there is a single firm, as discussed in Firm-

steady state level is given by /c/f00 if the rule isspecific
relaxed,
Regulation. When n - ► oo, however, the impact of /с, on m is

and otherwise by k^oo- In each case, the steady
state
negligible,
and investments are constant for all t < T. This simplifies
the analysisand
and is the why we assume a continuum of firms.
capital level is independent of the current level,
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ii. At any time t > T, investments
are
higher
and
threshold к increases
in e but
decreases in
ß, c, z,given
d, and
8:
by
I

T:_ b(e-b/2)

=

z (S + d)

From Bribery to Lobbying
Having derived the costs of bribery and lobbying, and
the investment levels for each situation, we can compare them to determine what firms prefer to do. When
bargaining over whether to lobby, each firm receives a
fraction of the total surplus from relaxing the rules, and
every firm prefers to maximize this total surplus. They

thus agree on whether and when to lobby rather than

bribe.

When /cis small, the bribe is small and it is not worth-

while to pay the high cost of lobbying. However, the

cost of the bribes increases faster in к than does the

(5 + úř)2

The intuition for the comparative statics is as follows. If the externality e is high, the cost of lobbying
is high, and the firms are willing to lobby only if к is
very large. If the rate of capital depreciation (d), the
discount rate (5), and the cost of investment ( z ) are
low, the government anticipates great investments after
relaxing the rule, and it must be compensated for the
large externalities this causes. This increases the cost of
lobbying, and thus the threshold /cat which firms switch

from bribery to lobbying. The threshold decreases in
с and ß , however, because a high compliance cost and
powerful bureaucrats raise the firms' cost of the rule.17

Combining Propositions 4 and 5 leads to the main

result of this section: Whereas Proposition 5 says that
cost of lobbying if the following condition holds:16
the firms are more inclined to lobby rather than bribe

when к is large, Proposition 4 states that the growth

8-ciiü(£) + («-.)(i-£)>a rate
(9,
of к depends on whether the firms actually bribe or

lobby. Thus, there may be an evolution where the firms
To understand this condition, note that two kinds of
bribe for low Ä, but when time passes and к increases,
inefficiencies grow as к increases. First, the bribes inthe firms eventually reach a stage where they will prefer
crease. A fraction c/x of the firms bribe and, condito lobby.
tional on doing so, the expected bribe is c(l + ß ) /2,
This evolution is not certain, however. The holdup
multiplied by k. This cost corresponds to the first term
problem between the bureaucrat and the firm implies
in (9). Second, if с > e, the firms' cost of compliance
is
that investments
are lower when firms bribe. If these
larger than the government's benefit. The social cost of
investments are sufficiently low, for example because
compliance is thus k(c - e), multiplied by the fraction
the rate ofreturn, r, is low, then к will never reach the
of firms that does comply (1 - c/x). This corresponds
threshold к for when the firms would have switched
to the second term in (9). If this sum is positive, the
from bribery to lobbying, after which growth would
cost of bribery increases in к faster than does the have
cost accelerated.
of compensating the government, and (9) holds.
Note that "good" regulation, where e > с, is necesProposition 6 . i. The firms will eventually switch from
sary, but not sufficient, to violate (9). Even if e bribery
> с, it to lobbying if and only if r >% given by
might be that the cost of bribery increases in к faster
than does the cost of lobbying, particularly if most firms

bribe {c/x large) and the bureaucrat is powerful ( ß
large). If e - с is sufficiently large, however, the cost

.. b+ä^-bm
Q{& + ď)

ii. If r > 7, the time T of the switch is given by
of lobbying increases faster than the cost of the bribes,

and (9) is violated.
In sum, condition (9) is likely to hold if most firms

bribe ( c/x large), the bureaucrat is powerful ( ß large),

1 _e-lr=^-bß) u
Q(8 + d)(r-b)

and the social benefit of compliance (e - c) is relaIf the productivity parameter, r, is large, then invest-

tively low. In these circumstances, the cost of bribery
ments are larger and the capital level is more likely to

increases in к faster than does the cost of compensating
eventually reach the threshold for which firms switch
the government, and the firms prefer lobbying, rather
to lobbying. And, if the switch takes place, it takes
than bribery, for a sufficiently large k. If (9) fails,
the sooner if r is large. On the other hand, if e is
place
firms will never switch to lobbying.
large, lobbying is costly and the thresholds for к and r

increases. The firms are then less likely to ever reach
Proposition 5. If (9) holds ; the cost of the bribes inthe threshold at which they switch to lobbying and,
creases faster than the cost of lobbying. Thus , the firms
if they do, the time of the switch increases in e. Note
lobby , rather than bribe , if and only if к > A, where the
that the effect of the firm's expected cost of bribing or

16 To see why, note that a marginally larger к increases the present
17 A larger penalty, x, also increases the bribes, suggesting that lob-

discounted value of the bribes by b/(8 + d), because к depreciates
bying becomes more attractive. But a large x also increases the gov-

with the rate d, whereas utility is discounted by the rate 8. The cost
ernment's benefit of the rule, because more firms comply if x is large.
of lobbying, given by (6), increases by e(l - c/x) /(8 + d). The forThe latter effect dominates if (and only if) the value of compliance
mer is larger than the latter if b > e(l - c/x), which is equivalent to
for the government, e , is large. For e small, however, firms are more
condition (9). The Appendix derives (9) formally.
likely to lobby if x is large.
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where
complying, b , and thus the effects
of c, x, and ß , are am-

biguous. On one hand, a larger b reduces the threshold

u'g = -e(c/x) +f(c/x)c( 1 + ß)/2 + g.

к at which firms switch from bribery to lobbying. On
The investments
second term captures theand
benefitit
of is
the bribes:
the other, a larger b reduces
less
the fraction
firms that bribe is c/x and, conditional
likely that any given к will ever
beof reached.

on bribing, the expected (and average) bribe is c( 1 +
ß)k/2. If the regulation has been relaxed, no bribes
REGULATION TYPES AND POVERTY TRAPS
are paid and no firms comply. Then the government's
payoff is reduced to uG = (g - e) k.
This section shows how our simple model can easily

With this extensions, the results from Propositions 5
be extended. First, we allow the government to benefit
and
6 are modified to the following:
from the collected bribes as well as from economic
growth. Second, we study firm-specific regulation,
forProposition
7. Suppose
mally implying that there is only one firm in the model.

Although our results continue to hold, qualitatively,

£2 = (1 - (Í) +(c - e)(l - Í) > 0. (13)

the comparative statics suggest that the economy might
i. Thethe
cost of bribery increases in к faster than does the
be stuck in a welfare-reducing "poverty trap" when
of lobbying. Thus, the firms switch from bribery to
firms never switch to lobbying. This possibility iscost
further

discussed in the third subsection. Other extensions are

discussed in Appendix A.

The Government's Objective Function

lobbying when k>k, given by:

-к=Ь(е-е-Ь/ 2) (14)
£2 (5 -j- ď) z

ii. Given the equilibrium investments, the firms will eventually switch to lobbying if r >?, given by:
We have so far assumed that the government benefits

me-j-bß

only if firms comply. An alternative view, the public
choice theory or "tollbooth" view, is that regulation is
£2(8 + d)
in place to extract rents from the firms.18 For example,
iii. If r > r, the switch takes place at time T, determined
the bribes collected by the bureaucrat may indirectly
by:
benefit the government because the bureaucrat's wage
_ dT _ db(e - g - Ь/ 2)
can be reduced accordingly. Relatedly, the bribes may
directly benefit the government if it can monitor the
bureaucrats and thereby collect a fraction of the bribes.
iv. The tresholds ' r, and T increase in f and decrease
We let the constant / g (0, 1) represent this fraction
in g.
or, more generally, the extent to which the government
benefits from the collected bribes.19
Condition (13) replaces (9), and they are identical if
In addition, the government may care about the level
/ = 0. But if / >0, the government benefits from the
of development, /с, by itself. After all, к measures the
bribes, which are increasing in k. A large / therefore
amount of taxable output and the activity in the econstrengthens the condition under which a large к is sufomy, with positive effects on both consumption and
ficient for the regulation to eventually be relaxed by
employment. To capture the concerns for development
lobbying. If/ = 1, so that the government captures the
and growth, let g measure the government's benefit of
entire bribe, then с > e is both necessary and sufficient
a larger k. As long as the firms bribe, the government's
for lobbying to replace bribery when к is sufficiently
objective function can be written as
large. Thus, "red tape" policies, in place mainly to extract bribes from the firms (such that / % 1 but с > e ),
uG = -e{c/x)k + f (c/x)c( 1 + ß)k/2 + gk = uGk,
will be relaxed by lobbying when к is large enough. In
(12)
contrast, sufficiently "good" policies, where e > с, may
violate (13), implying that the firms will never lobby
successfully.
18 De Soto (1989) and Shleifer and Vishny (1993) argue that regulations are partly instituted to provide public officials with the power, or
With this in mind, parts (ii)-(iv) are quite natural. If
the property rights, to demand and collect bribes. Empirical evidence
the government benefits a lot from economic growth

Q(r-b)(S + d)' ( )

is provided in Djankov et al. (2002). Country-specific evidence is

given in Wade's (1982) account of corruption in the canal irrigation
department in a South Indian state. Wade describes how some irrigation engineers raise vast amounts in bribes from the distribution
of water and contracts, and redistribute parts to superior officers
and politicians. There is even a second-hand market for posts that
provide the holder with an opportunity to extract bribes. Malesky and
Samphantharak (2008, p. 231) document a similar pattern in Cambodia, observing that "Cambodian governors purchase their positions,
almost as an investment, and maintain their positions by passing a
portion of the revenue upward to central benefactors." The existence
of entry fees for positions in the bureaucracy is documented in many
other developing and transition countries (World Bank, 1998).

1 Appendix A discusses how / can be endogenized, and that / is
then likely to decrease in k. This would strengthen our results.

and less from collecting the bribes, then it is more sym-

pathetic to relaxing the rule, and the cost of lobbying
declines. The larger g is and the smaller / is, the more
likely it is that the firms eventually find it affordable
to switch to lobbying and, if they do, the switch takes

place earlier. The comparative statics w.r.t the other
parameters is as before.

Firm-specific Regulation
The above model assumes that there are a large number
of firms and the regulation affects them all. This section,
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instead, solves the model Toif
there
islikely
only
one
firm or
conclude,
it is more
that firms
eventually

equivalently, if each firm
faces
firm-specific
regulation,
switch
to lobbying
if the regulation is firm-specific,
if
implying that there would
no
benefit
of
coordinating
therebe
is only
one firm,
or if they act
(when
investing)

with the other firms. Solving
for
this
case
in a coordinatedthe
mannermodel
as if they were
one. The
last
gives us further comparative
statics,
but
point can be interpreted
normatively:
If rit
e (7>,also
ř), the show

that the main results survive.
addition,
the result
can
many firms In
continue
in the bribery equilibrium
forever,
be interpreted normatively
as
outcome
that would
despite the
fact the
that, if they
had invested to maximize

have resulted if the firms had coordinated investments
and acted as one.

total profit, they would eventually have switched to

lobbying, making them all better off. In this case, it is
First, note that investments in the steady state arethe
the
holdup problem between the firms, at the lobbying
same as before, because there is no interaction between
stage, that discourages investments and prevents the
the firms then. However, if lobbying is expected atswitch
the
to lobbying. The firms would have been better
future date T , the firms above invested little because
off, therefore, if they could have committed to not hold

of the anticipated holdup problem when negotiating
up each other at the lobby stage.

the lobby contributions. If there is only one firm, this
Is There
holdup problem vanishes. Thus, the single firm invests

a Poverty Trap?

more when it approaches the switch to lobbying
beThe
results above describe the circumstances under
cause, after time Г, the rate of return is larger.which
The the firms will lobby rather than bribe. For ex-

larger investments raise the chance of ever reaching the
ample, firms are more likely to lobby, or to eventually
threshold at which it is optimal to switch to lobbying.

switch to lobbying, if e and / are small whereas g is

large.
Proposition 8. i. If the firm switches to lobbying
at If the bribes are large, however, investments may
time T, then att < T investments increase gradually be
andlow enough so that the firms will never switch to
lobbying. In which sense can this situation be referred
according to

>' = -7ГГЖ
-7ГГЖ z z(5 (5
+ d)+z (S
d)+ +d) -snb;e""+''l(r""' z (S + d) <17>
ii. The firm will eventually switch from bribery to lob-

bying if and only ifQ> 0 and r > ?p, where ?p < f is
given by:

_ db(e-g-b/ 2) SdSi

F S2(8 + d) ( S + d)(S + 2d )' 1 1

to as a "poverty trap"?
As a start, take the investments and the costs of
bribery and lobbying as given by the equilibrium. A
remaining question is whether Г, the time at which
firms switch to lobbying, is socially optimal. It is certainly optimal for the firms, because the firms pick T
in order to maximize V. Moreover, T is jointly optimal
for the firms and the government because the firms
must compensate the government for its utility loss

when relaxing the rule. Hence, T is also optimal for the
government when the lobby contribution is taken into

Just as before, if Q > 0, the cost of bribery increases account.
in к faster than does the cost of lobbying. For a suffiProposition 9. Take investments and the costs of
ciently large k, then, the firm switches to lobbying. Furbribery and lobbying as given by the results above. Then
thermore, the value of switching to lobbying increases
T maximizes aV + (1 - a) Vq for any a e [0, 1] .
particularly fast in к if Q is large. Therefore, the firm

invests more when t approaches Г, especially if Q is
Thus, T is socially optimal whether we let the governlarge. This effect is ignored when there are many firms, ment be benevolent (such that social welfare is defined
because the opponents will hold up the investor and by Vq ) or instead define welfare as V + Vg- Nevertherequire it to share its surplus. This explains why the last less, there are two cases in which the term "poverty
term in (17) is absent when there are many firms.
trap" is meaningful.
The last term in (17) corresponds to the last term in
First, the government may not be benevolent. On

(18). Because the single firm invests more, it is more one hand, the firms and the government do not internalize the bureaucrats' utility loss when relaxing the
rule. The firms, then, switch to lobbying too quickly
tually will take place. In fact, the proof of Proposition from a social point of view. On the other, one could
8 permits any number of firms. As the number of firms argue that the citizens should also be taken into acincreases, investments decrease (as long as t < T) and, count, even though they are not players in the game.
therefore, the threshold for r increases.
If citizens believe that the government cares too little
about ensuring that firms comply, they fear that the
likely that the capital will reach the required level. This
reduces the threshold for r, above which a switch even-

20 Formally, (17) and (18) become

7 = r~b + 1 Q c-(S+d)(T-t )

government's e is too low, and thus that the regulation

will be relaxed, by lobbying, too soon. Alternatively,

z(8 + d) n z (d + 8)

towards T, explicit formulae for T are hard to derive. More importantly, there might be multiple equilibria when n e (1, oo) because
Гп ~ _ + Q(d + S) ~ n(d + S)(S + 2d)' if the firms anticipate lobbying at T , they invest more and it is then
likely that lobbying actually becomes worthwhile. If lobbying is not
There are two reasons that we assume an infinite number of firms
expected, investments are low and the expectation may thus be selfin most of this paper. First, when the investments increase gradually
fulfilling.

_ db(e - g - b/2) 1 8dQ
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suppose that the citizens think
that
the
government
ernment's joint
point of view.
A typical
firm is not incares too little about economic
growth,
and
too
vesting enough
because of the internal
holdup
problemmuch
about the rents it is able to
capture
from
the
bribes.
when
negotiating the lobby
contributions
and because
The citizens may then fearit does
that
the the
government
not internalize
government's benefit from will
not relax the rule, and that
cannot
afford
thethe
larger k.firms
If the other firms,
and the government,
could havefor
committed
to not raise
their demands after
to compensate the government
such
liberalization,
firm ibeen
had invested,
then investments
would have
been
even though this would have
desirable
from
the
citizens' point of view. Thishigher
situation
may
bebereferred
and, eventually,
it would
jointly optimal to
to as a "poverty trap" because
bribes
discourage
switch tothe
lobbying.
Thus, the case
where re (ř*, ?) may

investments whereas the low investments ensure that

be referred to as a poverty trap.

The likelihood of the poverty trap depends on the
Second, although T maximizes the welfare function
parameters. If e increases, it is less likely that lobbying
Vf + Vg, conditional on the investments, the equilibwill ever take place (? increases), but this is also socially
rium investments are suboptimally low. A comparison
optimal (ř* increases by even more), and the chance
between Propositions 7 and 8 suggests that there may
for a poverty trap is actually reduced (in the sense
be a poverty trap, from the firms' point of view. If the
that the distance ? - ř* declines). Iff increases, on the
the firms will continue to bribe rather than lobby.

firms had acted as one, they would have invested more
other hand, it is less likely that lobbying will take place,

r increases. The difference r - ř* increases, as
when anticipating lobbying, and this would have because
in-

creased the chance of reaching the necessary threshold.
well, and this can make it more likely that r e (F - r*),
Similarly, the firms may also invest too little from
implying a poverty trap. Finally, if g increases, r declines
the government's point of view. If uq > 0, the govbut ř* is reduced by even more: although the firms are
ernment benefits from a larger capital level because
then more likely to eventually switch to lobbying, the
this increases the rents from corruption or the direct
range (for r) in which there is a poverty trap is larger.
benefits from economic growth. Ideally, therefore, the

firm should invest more and, if they did, it is more
MITIGATING CORRUPTION:
likely that they would eventually switch from bribery
ENDOGENIZING THE POLICIES
to lobbying.

Proposition 10. i. If the firm switches to lobbying So
at far, we have taken the characteristics of the policy
and
time Ty at t < T the optimal investments increase gradu- the regulation as exogenous. Although Proposition
7 tells us what type of regulation eventually will be
ally and according to
relaxed, we may also ask what type of regulation and

I = r~b + Q -(S+d)(T-,) , u'g
z (8 + d ) z (8 + d) z(8 + d)'

(19)
ii. With such investments , the firms would eventually
switch from bribery to lobbying if and only ifÇl > 0 and

policy we can expect to be introduced in the first place.
First, note that Proposition 9 states that relaxing the
rule at time Г, at the capital level ~k, is jointly optimal for

the firms and the government. Consequently, if к < '
it is socially optimal to introduce the rule, even if it is
not currently in place. Thus, regulation may always be
introduced at the start of the game.21

r > ř*, where ř* < Tp <r if uq > 0:

_ db(e - g - b/2) 8dQ bu!G

Corollary. If к <ky regulation will always be intro-

r* = + Q(8 + d) (8 + d)(8 + duced
2d) by
~ the
8 +
ď
government
(20)

Compared to the equilibrium investments, give by (5),
/* has two additional terms. Of these, the first is equiv-

alent to the additional term in (17): when there are

many firms, they invest too little compared to what is

optimal from the firms' joint point of view. The last
term in (19) captures the flow benefit from a larger к
for the government during the time where bribery is

still taking place. If the government is benefitting from
a larger /с, because / and g are large relative to e , then
this provides a second reason for why the firms invest
too little.

The two last terms in (19) correspond to the two last
terms in (20). If the investments were higher, A: would

be larger and it would be more likely that the firms,
eventually, switch to lobbying. The higher investments
are thus reducing the necessary threshold for r.

If r e (r*,ř), the firms will never switch to lobbying, although they would have done so if they had
invested the ideal amount, from the firms' and the gov-

in the first place ( whether or
not firms are lobbying against this).
Next, note that, although the time of the switch, Г,
may be optimal from the government's point of view,
there are two types of inefficiencies in equilibrium.
First, as discussed in Is There a Poverty Trap , the investments may be suboptimally low. Second, with the
rule in place, some firms comply whereas other firms
bribe, irrespective of the government's preference for

this choice.

These choices depend on various parameters, which
we have taken to be exogenous. The government may
be able to influence some of them, however. In particular, the cost of compliance, c, may be raised or
21 The firms would not find it worthwhile to lobby against introducing

the rule when к < к, because they would not be willing to compensate the government for its utility loss when doing so. Because such
compensation would be necessary, the government will certainly introduce the rule if к < к, also if the firms are unable to lobby against
such a decision (for example, they may not be present once the rule
is introduced at the very first stage of the game).
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reduced by specifying the
procedures
and
raise the compliance
penalty on corruption. The government
does
the red tape involved. Similarly,
the
parameter
x may
indeed prefer compliance
if e is large
relative to / ,
as mentioned in The Model:
Bribery
, and
meaning that
regulation is "good",andLobbying
in line with
Growth , be interpreted as
the
expected
of being
the public
interest
view of regulation.penalty
According to
caught in corruption. This
can
increased
by raising
the tollbooth
view,be
however,
regulation is in place to
the penalty itself or the
frequency
of monitoring
and
extract
bribes, which would correspond
to a high /
thus the likelihood of being
when
a
relative to e. Incaught
this case, the government
prefers a accepting
low
bribe.22 Finally, when setting
the
regulatory
agency,
penalty and a up
high cost
of compliance.
In either case,
the government might be
to
influence
the bureauthe able
government
prefers
to strengthen the bargaining
crat's bargaining power,power
ß.of the bureaucrats (ß), because this increases
The following analysis the
takes
be
bribes without(12)
affecting to
anything
else.24the government's utility function, and derives positive predictions
for the government's preferred c, x, and ß. AlternaPolicies
and social
Developmentwelfare functively, by interpreting Long-term
(12) as
the
tion, the results below should
be
viewed
as normative
Above, the government only had short-term concerns,
recommendations for the
optimal
policy.
because its current policies did not affect the firms'
investment decisions. The investments instead depend

on the expected future policies. If the firms anticipate

Short-term Policies

that, in the future, c, x, and ß are going to be high,
Setting policies in a dynamic framework brings
to
theus
incentives
to invest are low. The government may

therefore
the question of whether the government can commit
to be better off if it can somehow commit to its

its choices. One view is that the government is future
totally
policies.
unable to commit and sets policies in each period The
with
government is able to commit, indeed, if policies
no promises for what comes next. The other extreme
are costly to change and thus sticky. This is in line with
view is that the government can perfectly well commit
our assumption that lobbying induces the government
to future policies. We will analyze both these to
cases,
permanently relax the rules. Suppose, therefore, that
recognizing that the reality is probably somewhere
in
the government
at time t can set c, x, and ß once and
for all.25
between. The exact conditions underlying the results
can be found in the Appendix.
The government realizes that c, x, and ß , through
We start with the no-commitment case, assuming
their effects on the equilibrium bribe, affect the investthat the government sets x, c, and ß just after ment
the levels
in- of the firms. To the extent that the governvestment stage in every period. Because investment
ment benefits from economic growth or a higher level
decisions depend on the expected future policies,
the
of development,
it prefers to reduce these parameters

to boost the incentives to invest.26
actual policy at time t will not affect any investments.23
However, by changing с and x, the government affects
Proposition 12. i. With long-term policies , the govthe fraction of firms (c/x) that bribe instead of comply.
ernment ,prefers to reduce c, x, and ß compared to the
As discussed in The Government's Objective Function
short-term
case.
the government may benefit from both compliance
and
ii. The optimal с , x, and ß increase in к
corruption, but these two benefits are clearly in conflict
when the government can influence c/x. From the govIf к is small, so that the economy is not yet develernment's utility function (12), we immediately find
oped, the dynamic effects are important. To encourage
Proposition 11. The optimal short-term policies
in- it is therefore optimal with low compliance cost
growth,
clude
с and penalty x and less power to the bureaucrat, ß. For
A: large, however, the dynamic effects are relatively less

i. a low compliance cost, c, if and only if e is large
important than the static, or short-sighted, concerns.
andf small;
Then, the optimal c, x , and ß are larger. Therefore,
ii. a high penalty , x, if and only if e is large and f
Proposition 12 suggests that as the economy is develsmall;
oping, the extent of regulation and the penalties on
iii. a large ß in any case.
corruption should both increase.

Quite intuitively, if the government wants the firms
to comply, it should reduce the cost of compliance and
22 Because the cost of being caught for corruption is Ox, changing
9 would have an effect similar to that of changing x. In fact, if 9
measures the individual stigma (or the bureaucrat's honesty), then
we may write x = pX, where p e [0, 1] is the probability that the bureaucrat is monitored and thus detected if accepting a bribe, whereas
X is the actual penalty, conditional on being caught. Increasing p then
has the same effect as increasing X because only the product x = pX
is of importance.
23 Technically, we assume that the government can only use Markov
strategies.

24 The optimal short-term policies are independent of time and k,
the Appendix shows.
25 Ideally, the government would prefer time-dependent policies, but
it is probably even harder to commit to these, as they would optimally
hinge on future parameters that may not be verifiable.

26 This discussion presumes that uc in (12) is positive, implying that
the government prefers economic growth, all effects taken into account. If e is very large, on the other hand, the government might
prefer к to be low, particularly if many firms are not complying
(e.g., because x is small). With enough discretion over the policies,

however, the government should be able to select x so high that,
eventually, uq > 0. Then Proposition 12 continues to hold.
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PREDICTIONS AND EVIDENCE

firms (truck companies) in the Aceh province in Indonesia use bribes to deal with trucking regulation.
Our model has yielded a number of empirical predicOfficially, a truck entering a weigh station weighing
tions. Although it is beyond the scope of this
paper
above
the maximum limit is supposed to be ticketed
to look at them all thoroughly, it is worth noting that
and immediately forced to unload its excess cargo. In
several of the results are broadly consistent with expractice, however, all drivers operating overweight pay
isting evidence. In this section we discuss thea bribe
mainand the bribes increase with the amount the
predictions of the model, as well as evidence for our
truck is overweight. In line with our assumption, these
key assumption.
bribes need to be paid each time the truck passes the
weighing stations.

The Key Assumption: Policy Influence Olken and Barron (2009) also provide evidence consistent with holdup problems in corrupt markets. HowCan Be Short-term or Long-term
ever, if the bureaucracy is coordinated and can commit

The main assumption we make in the model is
to that
not asking for higher bribes in the future, these
changing the rule affects the status quo, andholdup
its ef-problems will be less severe and thus, in our
fect is thus more long-lasting than bending the
rules.
model,
investments will be higher. Thus, when the buBending the rules provides only short-run gains
be- is coordinated, high growth and bribery can
reaucracy
cause promises by individual bureaucrats not go
tohand
ask in hand, as has been argued is the case in China
for (or extort) bribes in the future are not(Licrediand Wu 2007), South Korea in the post-war period
ble. Although policy often changes over time,
there
(Kang
2002), and Indonesia during the Suharto period

is a well-known status quo bias in politics,
mak(Maclntyre
2001).28
ing (particularly large) reforms relatively more long-

lasting.

Although there are surely cases when our key assumption does not hold, there is also broad support for
it. Trade reform is an example. Of the 76 countries that

liberalized their trade regime in the period 1950-2000
(median year of liberalization is in the mid-1980s), all
remained open to trade in 2000 (see data in Wacziarg
and Welch 2008). Since 1950, only 11 countries have

reversed earlier trade reforms, and even for this smaller

subset of countries the mean reform period lasted for
more than 10 years. The data on regulation of firms'
entry paints a similar picture.27 In 2005/2006, the first
year for which data are available, 54 countries reformed
and/or simplified business regulations. Five years later,

none of these countries are reported to have taken

steps to backtrack on the reforms.

For our results to go through, we do not need to
assume that lobbying relaxes the rules forever. As dis-

cussed in Appendix A, the rules could stay in place
for a certain number of periods, or there could be a
positive probability that the rule will be kept in place
in each period once it has been enacted. Generally,

our theory suggests that the more stable the rules, i.e.,

the extent to which the government can commit (not
to backtrack on reforms), the larger the investments
will be, and the more likely it is that firms eventually
will start lobbying. This is consistent with the findings

of Campos and Giovannoni (2008) and Bennedsen,

Feldmann, and Lassen (2009), who show that firms are
more inclined to lobby and less inclined to bribe in
stable democracies and under perceived high-quality
governments (in both cases, we would add, politicians
are better able to commit).

For the workings of bribery, Olken and Barron
(2009) provide probably the most detailed evidence
based on directly observed bribes. They document how

27 Data available on the World Bank's Doing Business site at
http://www.doingbusiness.org/.

The Micro Level:

Large Firms Lobby, Small Firms Bribe
Corruption occurs in the model because both the firm
and the bureaucrat can be better off by circumventing

regulation. However, because the bureaucrat cannot

commit to not asking for higher bribes in the future,

bribery leads to a typical holdup problem that discourages investment. Because the bureaucrat cannot
commit to not asking for higher bribes in the future,

when the firm grows, the bribes increase, and, eventually, lobbying is more attractive. The implication is
that small firms bribe whereas large firms lobby. Three
recent papers, exploiting firm-survey data, provide sup-

porting evidence.
Campos and Giovannoni (2008), using the 2002 Business Environment and Enterprise Performance Survey

28 This result also raises a far deeper question: what determines the
industrial organization of corruption markets? As argued by Shleifer

and Vishny (1993), collusive bribe maximization can be enforced

more easily when bribe increases are more easily detected and more
severely punished, as in the case when the government has an effective policing machine to monitor bureaucrats (such as the KGB in
the former Soviet Union), and/or when the ruling elite is small and
in control of the bureaucracy (as in Indonesia during the Suharto
period), and/or when society is homogeneous and close knit (as in
Korea and China). The Indonesia case is illuminating: as described in
Maclntyre (2001), there were a number of incidents where Suharto
clamped down on corruption - not in order to eliminate it but to

ensure he controlled the activities.

29 Analytically, this is similar to the argument in Boycko, Shleifer,
and Vishny (1995) and Schleifer and Vishny (1994). They argue that
corruption occurs when bureaucrats have "control rights" over firms.
With private firms, these control rights stem from the existing regula-

tory system and the discretion public officials have in implementing,
executing, and enforcing rules and benefits that affect firms, such
as business regulations and licensing requirements. Empirically, several papers have documented the close relationship between (intrusive) business regulation and corruption both across countries (Ades

and Di Telia 1999 and Djankov et al. 2002) and within countries
(Svensson, 2003).
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but that the largest firms pay small amounts in bribes.

FIGURE 2. Relationship between Bribes Paid
This inverted U-shaped relationship between capital
and Industry Size
and bribes is as predicted by our model.
The Macro Level:

Corruption in Poor Countries,
Lobbying in Rich, and the Poverty Trap
By far the most robust and consistent finding of the
empirical cross-country work on corruption is the close

relationship between economic development and (perceived) corruption (Treisman 2007). Our model can account for this pattern, as it predicts an evolution where

firms bribe at low levels of development but lobby in
richer societies. Although cross-country data on lobbying are much more scarce, Campos and Giovannoni
(2007, 15), using the 1999 BEEPS data, conclude that

"lobbying is positively associated with the level of economic development." Consistent with our introductory
quote from the International Herald Tribune , their finding suggests 6,000
that the switch
from bribery
lobbying
is
(BEEPS) data covering almost
firms
in to
26
trans
not
specific
to
high-income
countries.
tion countries, show that larger firms are systematical
In our
model, the evolution
from bribery
to lobbyingar
associated with lobbying,
whereas
smaller
firms

is not
certain, corruption.
however. The holdup problem
associsystematically associated
with
Moreover

ated with
corruption can
prevent15
firms
from investing
they show that firms that
lobbied,
grew
percentage

enough
to make
a switch to lobbying worthwhile.
points faster on average
than
nonlobbying
firms If
be

the regulationone
is mainly
in place to be
collect
bribes, and ifin
tween 1999 and 2002. Although
should
careful
the underlying
productivity
in the it
economy
is not suffiinterpreting this result as
a causal
effect,
is consisten
ciently
high, the result will
be a poverty
trap. Although
with the holdup problem
associated
with
corruption
this proposition
is difficult to test empirically, note that
as highlighted by Proposition
4.

the most corrupt
according
to theWorld
World
Using firm-level data from
the countries
World
Bank's
Bank's Control of
Corruption index - Feldmann
the most comBusiness Environment Survey,
Bennedsen,
prehensive
data set on pay
(perceptions
of)
and Lassen (2009) also find
thatcross-country
larger firms
bribes
corruption
have
characteristics
suggesting
that
they
less frequently but have more political influence (po
indeedCampos
by stuck in a poverty
they have low
sibly due to lobbying). may
Like
and trap:
Giovannon

income, low
growth,
and to thefirms
extent we can
measure
(2007, 2008), they conclude
that
large
use
the

intrusive
business regulations.31
influence to change laws it,
and
regulations,
whereas small

firms pay bribes to mitigate the cost of governmen
regulation (Bennedsen 2009,
24).
The Evolution
of Regulation
Figure 2 depicts the relationship between firm size
Proposition
7 suggests
that the regulatory framework
and reported bribe payments
for
a representative
cross
tends to become
"efficient" with
development,
section of firms in Uganda
(see more
Svensson
2003
for d
because sufficiently
good rules are never
relaxed
by
tails).30 The data are collapsed
at industry
level
(thre
lobbying.
To exemplify,
two types
of regula- i
digit ISIC categories) and
show
that consider
bribes
increase

tions:as
one predicted
put in place out of by
publicProposition
interest and another 1
the firm's stock of capital

30 Total bribes are reported bribe
payments
in (2003,
1997
shilling
31 See discussion
in Svensson
24).Uganda
Svensson lists
the 10%
Capital stock is measured as the
reported
resaletovalue
the
capi
most corrupt
countries according
the Worldof
Bank's
Control
of
stock in 1997 Uganda shillings.
Theindex
176
firms
into
Corruption
2002
(Kaufmann,are
Kraay classified
and Mastruzzi 2003).
The

three-digit ISIC categories. Dots
bribe
median depict
income (real actual
GDP per capita
in 1995, payments
Penn World Tables) ( В

conditional on size ( к ), whereas
the
connected
in the
sample
of the 10% mostline
corruptplots
countriesthe
is USDpredict
1,450, as
relationship from the regression
compared to USD 5,000 for the median country in the sample of all

countries
a corruption score. The average growth rate in the
B = 594.1 + 0.012* -2.40
x with
IO"9*2,

decade preceding the ranking for the 10% most corrupt countries is
-0.68% , as compared to 1 .61 % for the median country in the sample.
with robust standard errors in parenthesis. Svensson (2003) does
Ofnot
the countries assigned an openness score for the period 1998report nonlinear effects of capital on bribe payments or industry
1999av(Wacziarg and Welch 2008) using the Sachs and Warner (1995)
erages. Technically, our results predict that bribes increase gradually
criteria- a composite index of the regulation of trade with 0 = closed
before they suddenly drop to zero, but empirically this relationship
and 1 =open - the median country in the 10% most corrupt sample
may be smoothed somewhat due to heterogeneity across firms is
in closed
pato trade, whereas the median country in the full sample is
rameters such as r, d , and z, and due to the fact that firms (industries)
open to trade. It takes 408 days at a cost of 613% of per capita income
may face different regulations that may be relaxed at different points
for the median country in the 10% most corrupt sample to register a
in time, implying that the bribes may not fall discontinuouslyfirm,
as ourwhereas it takes 154 days and costs roughly 100% of per capita
result predicts.
income in the median country to register a firm in the full sample.
(1327) (.005) (1.01x10-«»)
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CONCLUDING with
REMARKS
instituted to provide bureaucrats
the power to
demand bribes. Propositions 6 and 7 state that firms
Thisor
paper
twopoint
alternative
are more likely .to eventually,
atdistinguishes
an earlier
in rent-seeking
activities:
bending
versus
changing the rules. The retime, lobby for the removal
of the
"bad"
regulations,
sults predict
evolution
where to
firms
bribe at low
whereas the "good" regulations
areanless
likely
be
of development,
whereas
they lobby
in richer sorelaxed. This could explain levels
why
regulations
that
safecieties.
However,
the
holdup
problem
associated
with
guard public health in Europe and the United States,

can prevent
firms from investing
for instance, although costlycorruption
for firms
to comply
with, enough to

makecorporate
a switch to lobbying
worthwhile.
The outcome
have not been overturned by
lobbying.
The

might be.
a poverty
trap.
prediction is also consistent with
the
regulation
of trade
As
more
and
better
data on
the extent
and the regulation of entry of firms. In both
cases
we of bribery

and lobbyingover
becometime
available,
a theory
to explain
observe a significant liberalization
(as
is efwhy and
when firms choose
to lobby
or bribe, and the
ficient, we would argue). For
example,
in the
period
consequences
of this choice,
been called
1970-1989, 70% of the countries
classified
byhas
Sach
and for. This
paper
has
taken
a
first
step
toward
developing
such a
Warner (1995) were closed. In the period 1990-1999,
Future
research
on comparing and
bribery and lobthis number has fallen to theory.
below
30%
(Wacziarg
bying
should
explore
how this choice
depends on the
Welch 2008). Interestingly,
the
mean
annual
growth
market
structure
and
the
environment
more
rate from 1970 to the reform date was significantly generally.
higher in the reforming countries than in those not
APPENDIX
A:
reforming during the period,
suggesting
that, as income grows, the pressure ROBUSTNESS
to relax AND
costly
EXTENSIONS
regulations
increases. The Doing Business dataset covers a much
This Appendix discusses
fourresults
possible extensions.
We first
shorter time period but, qualitatively,
the
are
that our results
would be strengthened
similar. Of 287 reforms of show
business
regulations
in 131by (1) endogenizing / and (2) assuming the firms are partially crediteconomies introduced between June 2008 through May

constrained. Thereafter, we argue that our main results would

2009, only 3 countries introduced rules to make it more
continue to hold if (3) a change in the rule were long-lasting
difficult to start a firm. Furthermore,
sectionally,
but not permanent cross
and (4) the
government had some power

the regulations of entry iswhen
closely
related
toextension
income:
negotiating
L. The fourth
is analyzed in Aprich countries regulate entry
less,
with
our
pendix
B. Theconsistent
formal analysis for
the other
extensions is
claim that the regulatory framework
tends to become
available upon request.
more efficient with development (Djankov et al. 2002).

Wage for Bureaucrats
When
Penalties for Corruption

discussing red tape, we assumed that the government
captured a fraction / of the bribes. There are several possible explanations
for this. The government
may monitor the
The section on policy instruments
( Mitigating
Corrupbureaucrat
and capture the
bribe if
it is discovered. Altertion: Endogenizing the Policies)
provides
both
normanatively, the government may reduce the bureaucrat's wage
tive and positive predictions.
Tough penalties on corin advance, if one can expect that the bureaucrat will collect
ruption, for example, lead to larger bribes and thus
a lot of bribes. Building on this assumption, suppose that
lower investments in a bribery
equilibrium. This result
the bureaucrat's reservation wage is vv, and that the wage
is consistent with the findings
in
(2003,
offered byFjeldstad
the government,
w , must2006).
be strictly positive. BeHe studies the reforms of the tax administrations in
cause larger expected bribes reduce the necessary explicit
Tanzania and Uganda. The reforms increased salaries
wage, the equilibrium wage is
for tax officials and relaxed rules for firing, thus raising
w = max {0, w - EZ?} .
the opportunity cost for bureaucrats to accept bribes

and making it easier to get fired if caught taking bribes.
For к small, w can decrease as A: (and thus E2?) increases. Thus,
This did not result in less but, if anything, more corrup/ = 1 for small k, and the government captures the entire
tion. Fjeldstad is also reporting evidence from a Pricebribe by reducing w. For к (and E В) large, however, w = 0
WaterhouseCoopers survey of firms in Dar es Salaam
and the government is unable to capture the increased bribes
that follows a larger k, because it cannot reduce the wage
that indicates that the price per bribe rose following
the reform.
further. In sum, the government will be reluctant to relax
In early phases of development, tough penalties the rule if к is small, because the government then captures
on corruption can prolong the period in which firms all the bribes, whereas it can more easily be convinced to
relax the rule if к is large. This mechanism may contribute
choose to bribe by reducing the incentives to invest.
to explain why firms bribe in poor countries, whereas they

Thus, from a normative point of view, our model sug- lobby in rich.32
gests that the penalty for corruption should be lower in

poor countries. Furthermore, it suggests that policies
aimed at boosting productivity (r in the model) may be

a better approach to reducing corruption because they

32 Because parts of the bribe В compensate the bureaucrat for its cost
of bending the rules, one may argue that we should instead write

w = max {0, vv - E (В - 0xk) ' .
make a switch from bribery to lobbying more likely and
at an earlier point in time through its effect on capital This would give the same conclusion, qualitatively, because

accumulation.

E(£ - 6xk) turns out to increase in k.
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share of the surplus at the lobby stage, where this surplus were
Imperfect Credit Markets

created by the firms' investments. The interested reader may
Lobbying may require a substantial
amount
ofon resources
from
want to consult the following
proofs for more
this.
the firms, particularly when they compensate the government
once and for all. In our analysis, this caused no problems beAPPENDIXintertemporal
B: PROOFS
cause the firms maximized their
profit without
constraint. In reality, firms may face credit constraints making
following
the most general
utilitywould
function
them unable to overcome The
the
costproofs
of allow
lobbying.
How
(12) for the government, and they let the government receive
this change the analysis?
fraction constraints
ye [0, 1] of the surplus
thelet
lobbyastage.
A simple way of modeling the
credit
is at
to
firm

borrow an amount s1qt , proportional to its size or production
Proof of Proposition 2. Problem (4) is an optimal control
for "free,"33 whereas additional loans must be repaid by the
theory problem, with the following current-value Hamilton

factor R > 1. Such a high interest
rate makes lobbying less
function
attractive, particularly when к is small and a great deal of
H =(rAs
- b)k к
- |/2
+ p(I - dk), however, the
expensive borrowing is necessary.
grows,
effective total cost of lobbying,
+ R(L(k)
s к ),
may dewhere p is theL(k)
shadow value
of capital. Thefirst-order
condiare
crease because less money tions
needs
to be borrowed at the high
interest rate. When к is sufficiently large,
firms can afford
дH
to lobby. Thus, imperfect credit constraints strengthen our
P -SP = -g£likely
= ~(Г~Ь)+ф, that the cost of
results, because it then becomes more

bribery, as a function of k, increases
faster than does the cost
дН
- = -*/+/> =0. (Al)
of lobbying.

Changing the Rules Temporarily
The assumed difference between bribery and lobbying is extreme in that whereas bribery has a temporary effect, lobbying is assumed to relax the rules forever. A more general
model would allow the rules to stay in place in only a certain
number of periods, or let the rules change back to the original
form with some positive probability every period. As long as
this probability were less than one, the results above would
continue to hold: once the capital level was sufficiently high,

firms would lobby rather than bribing. New results would
emerge, however. The more stable the rules, the larger the
investments would be, and the more likely it would be that
the firms eventually would start lobbying. It is straightforward to introduce into the model some stability parameter
(or number of periods before the rules can change again).
Alternatively, one could formalize the status quo bias in
politics, as mentioned in Lobbying . With two political chambers, or a supermajority rule, several legislators are pivotal
when the rule is changed. If one is pro regulation, another
is anti, then the firm only need lobby the former to get the

rule relaxed. Thereafter, the latter legislator prevents the rule
from being reintroduced.

If the Government Has Bargaining Power
To simplify the intuition, the above discussion has assumed
that the firms have all the bargaining power when lobbying the government. The proofs, however, let L be given by
the generalized Nash bargaining solution, where ye [0, 1]
measures the government's bargaining power and thus its
share of the bargaining surplus. Although у certainly affects
(and increases) L, it has no impact on investments (/), the
required capital threshold ( к ), the productivity threshold (ř),
or the time of the switch to lobbying (T) in our main model.
Furthermore, Proposition 9 continues to hold: the time of
the switch to lobbying is optimal for the government and the
firms, conditional on the equilibrium investment levels.
However, if the number of firms were n < о о, as in Firmspecific Regulation , they would invest less when approaching
Г if у were large. Then the government would capture a large
33 "Free" loans mean that the present discounted value is zero, i.e.,
the interest rate is equal to the discount rate, 8.

Together with (1), this gives two di

only one stable solution, which ca

wardly:

r - b p r - b
y

p

=

y p =

Proof of Proposition 3. If bribery is to take
the evolution of к follows from (1). Becaus
solving this differential equation gives

К = 2 (l - e"rf(r"°) + к,е-'1(т~'К

The present discounted value of the firm, at ti
(after substituting for I)
00

V(fc, b) = I ((r - b)K - Y) e-^-'hh
t

(r-b)k, | (r-bf

d + 8 2 zS ( d + 8)2

If lobbying has taken place, however, the firm's present value
is V(kt, 0). If we let lq represent firm /'s capital level at the current time, /'s benefit from lobbying is V(lq , 0) - V(ki, b) - L¡.

In a bribery equilibrium, the present discounted value of the
government's welfare function is found by simply integrating
ug , given by (12). This gives

[(f (1 + ß)cß - e)(c/x) + g] K(k, b ),
where
00

K(k, b)=
k.e-^dx
J =JzSf (d
+ 8) , +=- r~b
( d -, -++ -- -S -) If the government relaxes the rule, с and b become 0, and the

government's welfare simply (g - e) K(k, 0). The reduction
in the government's utility is

A uG(k) = (f (1 + ß)c/2 - e) (c/x) K(k , b) -h eK(k, 0)

-g[K(k,0)-K(k,b)]
ф (r - b)rj + b(e - g)
=

-

-

-

H

d + S zS(d + 8)
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where

where

T] = f (c/x)(l + ß)c/2 + e(l - c/x) = b - Q.

^ , Ke - g - b/2) - £l(r - b)
m

=

d + 8 z8(d + 8)

Note that A uc(k) > 0 (unless g is very large), implying that
the government, in the absence of lobbying, always prefers
Remark. The firms' aggregate present discoun
(to introduce) regulation.
For the firms and the government, the total surplus from time ř, if lobbying is expected at time T, is
relaxing the regulation is
V(kt, b) + (1 - y) (mkT - 5) e~8T ,

ih-Au^-

whereas the government receives the other fractio

surplus when the firms move to lobbying instea

Because the government's surplus, L - Auc(k), is y multi- (due to the Nash bargaining solution). Thus, bo
plied by the total surplus, the equilibrium cost of lobbying the government would like to maximize this surp

is

agree on T , which is independent of y. Maximizing

discounted value of this surplus leads to the firs

L - Auc(k) = y (Jf^l - A«c(*))
=> L = -fZJ
-fZJ d d
+ 8 + 8 + (! - Г) А«с(Л)

" ,yb + (l-y)r¡ (r-b)rj+b(e-g)

dition

[mkT - 8 (i mkj - s)] e~ST = 0,

where kT = I - dk. The second-order condition
0, which gives condition (9) when substituting for

and setting g = f =0. Solving for kT , we get

= " J + S +"-'') zHa + Sf ■

ml 8s {b - rj)I 8 ( d -h <5) s

T m(8 + d) (b - rf)(8 -f d)

For a given total cost of lobbying, L, the individual cost
of lobbying is determined by requiring that each firm gets
the same share of the surplus from lobbying, and f. L¡ dj = L.
This implies that

_ Ш (d + 8) z + [b(e - g - b/2) - Q(r - b
Q (d 8) z

= ^e-g-bß)

V(ki, 0) - V(b, b) - U

Çi(d + S) z

= j(V{kh0)-V(khb)- L¡) 4

where b and r] are given by (3) and (A2), and Í2 = b - r¡.
Thus, kT is increasing in e and / but decreasing in g, d, 8 ,
bki - _ bk ř _ Hki - k)
and z. Setting / = g = 0, we see that if ß or с increases,
^ d+S - ¡~d _ + S L^u~ ř _ d + s +Lthe numerator decreases while the denominator increases,
and kT decreases. If x increases, both the numerator and the
(A3)
denominator decreases because (77 increases in x). The latter
where к is the total (and average) stock of capital across
the
effect dominates
if e (and thus drj/dx) is large, and then kT
firms.34
increases in x. Proposition 5 follows from (A5) by setting
These expressions for L and (A3) would follow also if we
f = g = 0 and к = k[ .
calculated the generalized Nash Bargaining Solution with n
firms and let n oo.

Proof of Proposition 6. Substituting for kT in (A5) gives T,
the time at which firms switch from bribery to lobbying:

Proof of Proposition 4. Anticipating lobbying at time T, a
firm's problem is

Ll 1 _ P-dT' _ b(e - g - b/2)

d[ 1 _ ' _ a(d + s)2z

T

max j ^(r - b )kx - е~8{т~1)с1т
i

+ [V(k¡IT= T, 0) - Li] s.t. (1).
The first-order conditions are given by (Al), as be-

However, if r < r, given by (15), the left-hand side is always
smaller than the right-hand side, so that к never reaches kT.

fore. The terminal condition, however becomes рт =
d(V(kiíT=T, 0) - L¡) /dk¡iZ=T = (г - b)/ (d + 8) when substi- Proof of Propositions 7 follows from the proofs of Propo-

tuting for L¡ from (A3). This is clearly satisfied when p = zl sitions 5 and 6.
and I is still given by (5). (ii) follows from Proposition 2.

Proof of Proposition 5. The total surplus, when the govern-Proof of Proposition 8, Suppose the number of firms is
n g [1, 00]. If a firm expects to lobby at time T, its investment
ment relaxes the rule, is
problem is
V(kT, 0) - V(kT, b) - Aug = mk - 5, (A4)
T

34 We here assume that the default is to continue to bribe forever
if the negotiations fail. The result would be identical if the default
were instead to lobby in the next period in a discrete time model. In
continuous time, it is not obvious how to model such a situation.

max j ^(r - b)kr - ^I2^j e~8{T~{)dT
t

+ [K(*,ir=r,0)-L,Kä<r-'>s.t. (1).
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The problem, and its solution,
where (g - e) К (is
к , 0) is theexactly
government's continuation value as in the proofs of
Propositions 2 and 4, exceptat T that
terminal
condition for
. Similarly to (Al), thethe
first-order conditions
are
the shadow value of k, p, is now

о дН
p-8p о = - = -( r + uG-b) + dp ,

d(V(ki,T=T, 0) - L¡) r-b+(l-y)Sl/n
PT=

3H

- = -zl+p=0.
last
equality
follow
solution,
i
must

The

gaining

The terminal condition
V(kin=T
,

payoff,

isb
pT = d(V(kin=T,
0) +
),
plu

K(k, 0 ))/dkin=T
= (r + g - e)/(d + 8). The solution
by
(A4).
The
derivativ
the
right-hand
side
of
_ г + u'ç-b
,i+d)(T_t) _ r + u'a-b (Mi(T_
differential
equation
(

y _ 8 + d ит _ 8 + d

p
У
=
p У = - 8 + d +PTe-V+<D(T-t) УТ _ 8 + d

-

+PTe-V+<D(T-t
Substituting in for I gives

Substituting for p T ,

_ r + u'G - b , _ (4+d)(7-_04

P~ _ 8 + d 1 _ >

pp
y =y
r-('-e-<M*T-»)
dy '
8 + dy

'

-(a+rfxr-0 Г r-b + (l-y)(b -ti)/n~'

[ d + 8 J

+ (ттг у
p r + u'c - b g + b - e - u'G

* z z(5 + d) z(d+8)

=>/ P r~b i 0--Y)V/n a+d) (T_ň
" z z(8 + d) z (d + 8)

_ r + u'c - b ^ (s+d)(T_t)
z (8 + d) z(d + 8)

With these investments, we can solve (1) for /с to get

Similarly to before, solving for к gives (where c2g is a constant,

k= In - dk=ï д ( ke /dt = 1пеш => кеА = Í Inedtdr + given
с2, by the initial ко)
J - 00
where с2 is a constant (given by the initial capital level).
Substituting for In and solving for к gives

д ( kedt ) /dt = keá + dke л = heá

r + ufG-b g + b - e - u'G (8+d)(T_t)
zd(8 + d) z(d + 8)(8 + 2d)

hř= Г Г

Lz(á + d)

c2ge ^ •

+ il-y)ib-jblneHM)(T-,) I eä,dx + C2
Z (d + 8) J

A switch to lobbying is eventually optimal if the surplus (A4)
is positive when kT is as large as possible, i.e., when T - ► oo:

=> к = - ( r~b' + (1 - У) &/n (a+rf)(r-/> , 2 -л

- zd '8 + d) + z(d + 8)(8
+ 2d) 2 '
Hm кт T = r + u'c~b . g + b-e-u'G
7--+00 T = zd(8 + d) z(d + 8)(8 + 2d)

For the firm ever to switch to lobbying, the total surplus, given

by (A4), must be strictly positive for the slargest
possible
b(e - g - b/2)
- Sl(r - b) k,
i.e., when T -> oo. This requires

> m z8(d + 8)Q

lim A: T = - ( r~b' + (i-y)(b~v)/n
^ 51 db(e - g - b/2) d8£2 ~~ 8u'G
51 (d + 8) Si (d + 8) (8 + 2d) ~~ 8 + ď

T-+00 lim A: T = - zd V 8 + d) + z(d + 8) (8 + 2d)

> _ b(e - g - b/2) - (b - ij)(r - b)
m z8(d + 8) ( b - ij)

Proof of Proposition 11. When taking the derivative of (12),
can ignore the effects on I and к because (these depend
on future policies, not current policies):
2d)'

^ > db(e - g - b/2) 8d (1 - y) Q/nwe

=>r_ ^ > (d + 8)Q (d + 8) (8 +

эГЩ
Proof of Proposition 9. The proof follows from the remark
in the proof of Proposition 5.
Proof of Proposition 10. The socially optimal investments

^ = -ek/x +f (c/x) (1 + ß) к,

for t < T are given by

dß

T

max j ^( r + u'G - b )k, - е~8(т~'^т
t

+ [V(kin=T, 0 ) + (g-e)K (k, 0)] e-«T-» s.t. (1),

= -fQ + ßyy 2 + eck>

= fkc2/ 2x > 0. (A7)

The first derivative is taken with respect to (- 1/x) instead of x
for convenience only (the two derivatives are obviously of the
same sign). Clearly, the values of a larger x and a smaller с are
increasing in e and decreasing in / . There are two alternative
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